Confirmation chart for Program 16266
Visit 24 Target NEPTUNE-MAPS

HST Roll Angle: NOMINAL

Generated 2021-229/17:27:56 UTC [AUG-17]
[Version: VSS 14.15.1]

Vantage at Earth
Pointing at NEPTUNE-MAPS
Pointing at RA  (Deg) = 352.83745959
                  (HMS) = 23h 31m 20.99s
Pointing at DEC  (Deg) = -4.36648054
                  (DMS) = -4d 21' 59.33"
FOV (arcsecs) V2 = 2000.000
                  V3 = 2000.000
Time = 2021-249/11:32:34.0 UTC [SEP-06]